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Abstract: Low-temperature district heating will play an important role in a future free of fossil fuels. This will only be able to be realized through the low-temperature operation of heating systems in existing buildings. Existing radiator systems can operate with low temperatures for most of the year because they are designed for extremely cold days, but errors have to be corrected and the control of the radiator systems needs to be improved. In this paper, we present a strategy to achieve low-temperature operation from the radiator system of a multi-family building in Denmark without a pre-setting function in the thermostatic radiator valves. The strategy is based on operating the system with a combination of a minimum supply temperature and small temperature differences over the radiators. The operation of the system is analyzed through a thermal-hydraulic model. A minimum supply temperature weather compensation curve was calculated and implemented in the central supply temperature control. Return temperature measurements in the substation, the risers, and several critical radiators were performed before and after the implementation of the strategy. The measurements confirm that a lower supply temperature results in a reduction of the return temperature. However, the system operator needs to be supported by a tool package to correctly maintain the system’s operation.
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1. Introduction

Of the overall energy used by the European Union’s (EU) households, 79% is used for space heating (SH) and domestic hot water (DHW) applications [1]. The building sector in the EU is heated by individual heat sources installed in buildings or by using district heating (DH) networks. DH networks are mainly used in Scandinavian and Eastern European countries [2]. DH comprises a network of pipes connecting the buildings of an area to centralized plants. The DH systems allow large scale fossil-free sources of heat to be used: Waste heat from industrial processes and heat produced locally from renewable energy sources (RES) such as biomass, geothermal or solar energy, and heat pumps [3]. However, the heat market of the EU’s buildings is dominated by fossil fuel-based individual boilers, which amounts to approximately 66% of the heat supply [4]. Replacing the individual fossil-fuel boilers through establishing or expanding DH networks based on non-fossil fuels could lead to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and help reach the EU goals for a fossil-fuel-free society by 2050, if not sooner [5–7].
According to Heat Roadmap Europe [4], DH will play an important role in the implementation of RES into energy systems in the future. To achieve this, DH temperatures must be reduced. The current third generation of DH systems, or medium-temperature DH (MTDH), is defined by typical DH supply and return temperatures of 85 and 45 °C, respectively. In the future fourth generation of DH systems, or low-temperature DH (LTDH) systems, the DH supply and return temperatures must be reduced to 55 and 25 °C, respectively, at the primary side of the building substations.

The transition to LTDH can be done through two different paths, in two steps (Figure 1) [8]. Step 1a is the reduction of the DH return temperature to 25 °C, without reducing the supply temperature. The benefits of choosing this path are the higher heat production efficiency of the biomass combined heat and power plants, or other heat production plants, due to the higher efficiency of the flue gas condensation, the lower distribution heat losses and the increased capacity of the existing network. This step is relevant for newly-built biomass boilers with lifetimes of several decades. Step 1b is the reduction of the DH supply temperature to 55 °C, resulting in a small reduction of the DH return temperature to 35 °C. The benefit of choosing this second path is the higher heat production efficiency for DH systems where central heat pumps are used, due to the higher coefficient of performance of the heat pumps below 60 °C. Additional benefits are the lower distribution losses and the utilization of waste heat. When the operation of the heating systems is further improved, they can operate with supply and return temperatures of 55 and 25 °C respectively. This makes it possible to implement the LTDH system.

![Figure 1](image-url)  
Figure 1. The transition from medium-temperature district heating (MTDH) to low-temperature district heating (LTDH).

Only through the low-temperature operation of both SH and DHW systems inside buildings will it be possible to realize LTDH. However, the heat exchangers between the primary DH network and the secondary space heating system, in the case of indirect systems, have to be designed and operating without faults. The optimal operation of the heat exchangers, by providing a small temperature difference between the primary and the secondary system, will result in low DH temperatures [9,10]. This article is focused only on improving the operation of the SH systems of existing buildings. Existing buildings will remain the major part of the building stock in the future due to the lifetime of buildings.

According to literature, [2,8,11–13], it is possible to operate the SH systems of existing buildings with low supply temperatures during most of the year. The SH systems in existing buildings are generally dimensioned for ambient temperatures that only rarely occur, and they are large enough to ensure proper thermal comfort for lower supply temperatures. However, the control of the SH system needs to be improved to ensure a low return temperature, and possible errors have to be identified and corrected.

The aim of this article is to test two control strategies for a radiator SH system in existing multi-family buildings, with no pre-setting function in the thermostatic radiator valves (TRVs) in order to reduce the operating temperatures. These two control strategies are based on the SH system operation...
under high supply temperature and low mass flow circulation rate, and low supply temperature and high circulation mass flow rate, applied in radiator systems without a pre-setting function and with the sufficient pump differential pressure required in the system.

Radiator systems are the most common SH configuration in existing buildings. The heat emitted from a radiator is defined by the logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD) between the radiator and the indoor air temperature. LMTD is dependent on both the supply and the return temperature of the water through the radiator. Different combinations of supply and return temperature can provide the same LMTD. The supply temperature can be controlled centrally in the substation. The return temperature can be controlled by the TRVs that will adjust the mass flow rate through the radiator [2].

The supply temperature of the SH system is commonly controlled according to a weather compensation curve. It must be realized that the existing SH systems are designed based on specific extremely low ambient conditions, without taking into account solar and internal gains [12,13]. These conditions are called designed conditions. In Denmark, the designed conditions are defined by Danish Standards 418 [14]: −12 °C ambient temperature, 0% solar and internal gains, and 20 °C indoor temperature. The ambient temperature is higher than the design temperature during the year, and the solar and internal gains provide free heat. Therefore, the heating demand decreases compared to the design conditions. To restore the heat balance under these part load conditions, the heat emitted from the radiators must be reduced. One way is to reduce the supply temperature. The weather compensation curve relates a specific supply temperature set point with a specific ambient temperature. As the ambient temperature increases, the supply temperature set point decreases. The ambient temperature is recorded by a sensor and the signal from the sensor is used for the adjustment of the supply temperature in the controller [15]. However, the internal heat gains and the solar gains are specific for each individual room and therefore an individual control on each radiator is necessary. This individual control of the radiator that guarantees the comfort temperature in every room is provided by the TRV, which limits the flow rate through the radiator to control the heat output [2].

The mass flow distribution according to the energy requirements of different rooms is dependent on the mass flow balancing of the radiator system. A radiator system is balanced when there is the right differential pressure across every radiator valve that ensures the right mass flow rate for the relevant part load operation [16]. The circulation pump of the system must provide the minimum differential pressure to ensure the required pressure difference and mass flow rate in the system for the relevant part load conditions. The flow balancing of the system may be obtained by correctly used TRVs, but typically needs to be ensured with the use of supplementary functions, such as TRVs with adjustable pressure drop functions. This is a mass flow limitation function, typically referred to as ‘valves with pre-setting’, or pressure independent ‘dynamic valves’. However, in many older buildings without renovation measures applied, TRVs without pre-setting functions are typically used.

A system where the supply temperature is kept high and the mass flow is regulated effectively by the TRVs can be considered as a low-flow system. The low-flow system can lead to a very low pressure drop in the system and all the TRVs can work with almost the same pressure drop [15]. It has been proven [17] that the low-flow system can lead to the lowest return temperature and that the operation of the TRVs is more efficient. However, it requires that the TRVs always operate properly in order to regulate the mass flow to low levels [18].

On the other hand, when the supply temperature is reduced, the mass flow allowed by the TRVs will be increased to provide the required heat output. This will result in a smaller cooling of the water and a higher required pump differential pressure, due to the overall increase of the mass flow in the system. This can be considered a high-flow system [15]. The benefit of operating the system as a high-flow system is that in cases of extensive problematic operation of the TRVs, the uncontrolled flow in the system will not lead to a severe increase of the return temperature, due to the limitation of the supply temperature. If the designed cooling of the water is small, the increase of the return temperature cannot be higher than the cooling of the water. In most building installations, adjusting the mass flow to a low- or high-flow system can easily be achieved by adjusting the control of the circulation pump.
In Denmark, the balancing of the radiator systems in existing buildings depends on the optimal operation of the TRVs with a pre-setting function. However, older buildings are not equipped with TRVs with a pre-setting function. The problem becomes more significant when the operation of the TRVs is problematic. There are several studies [12,19–25] indicating that the optimal operation of the TRVs is affected by faults and misuse by the users. Several fully opened TRVs can cause an imbalance in the system: If the radiator in the lowest position of a riser in a multi-family building has a fully open TRV, a high flow can run through the radiator with a very small pressure drop. The flow in the whole loop of pipes through the lowest radiator increases to balance the pressure drop in the loop with the pressure difference of the pump. The result will be that the radiators in the higher positions of the risers will not have enough pressure drop to ensure the minimum required mass flow. The lack of balancing in the system will result in some radiators with a higher mass flow than necessary and other radiators in critical positions will not have enough mass flow to ensure the required thermal comfort. The lack of thermal comfort gives rise to complaints directed to the operators by the users of the SH systems of the building. This problem is more significant in multi-family buildings due to the risk that the fully opened TRVs in one flat can result in insufficient flow and heating in radiators in other flats.

In order to restore the thermal comfort in the critical rooms, SH system operators in Denmark typically increase the pump differential pressure or the supply temperature. This attempt to solve the problem without fixing the problematic TRVs in the system may stop complaints, but may also cause more problems in the system. The higher supply temperature will ensure the required heat output from the critical radiators but will cause a high return temperature in the radiators with the higher mass flow. The higher pressure difference of the pump will ensure the required pressure difference and mass flow in the critical radiators. However, the excess pressure difference in the fully open TRVs of some radiators will cause a significant increase in the mass flow in the system resulting in high return temperature and noise problems.

In the literature, several control strategies are proposed to achieve low return temperatures from the operation of radiator SH systems. A new adaptive control algorithm for the operation of the radiator system employs an optimal combination of supply temperature and a low variable mass flow in the overall system to achieve the lowest return temperature [26,27]. This control algorithm is independent of the use of TRVs in the system, but they must be operated without faults to provide the correct heat demand to different rooms. However, it was uncertain if the operation of the TRVs under the tests of this control algorithm was sufficient to provide the necessary mass flow limitation in the radiators. The possibility of using the DH supply temperature instead of the ambient temperature for the control of the SH supply temperature has been proposed [28] and evaluated [29]. However, in this control strategy, it is not examined if the mass flow in each radiator in the system is sufficient to maintain thermal comfort. Instead, the overall mass flow of the system is taken into account. In a different study [19], it was proposed that daily adjustments of the SH supply temperature by using the system mass flow as feedback can accommodate the changes in heat demand and keep the system mass flow in an appropriate range. However, this strategy was also dependent on the proper setting of TRVs with a pre-setting function.

All the previous control strategies succeeded because the radiator systems were balanced and the TRVs were equipped with pre-setting functions. However, in older buildings, the problematic operation of the TRVs that are not equipped with pre-setting function can result in a lack of balance in the radiator systems. As a result, the previous strategies cannot be applied in the imbalanced radiator systems of older buildings.

This article presents new knowledge, as improved control with lower operating temperatures and a minimum temperature difference between supply and return temperature for radiator systems without pre-setting functions has not been described in the literature.
2. Case Study

The building selected as a case study was constructed in 1970 and is located in Viborg, Denmark. The building is heated by DH through a central substation located in the basement. The building includes an unheated basement and three floors with 33 apartments in total. The total heated floor area is 2625 m². The building constructions consist of a flat roof with 100 mm insulation, exterior cavity brick/concrete walls, and windows with either new two-layer energy glazing or older double glazing. There is no mechanical ventilation in the building.

The SH system consists of a two-string radiator system (Figure 2). There are 173 radiators in the building, connected by 32 risers to the main distribution pipes in the basement. The control of the substation is regulated by an ECL 310 controller, which allows detailed settings of a weather compensation-based supply temperature curve. The supply temperature to the heating system is set at 50 °C for an ambient temperature of 0 °C. The circulation pump of the system is a Grundfos MAGNA pump and it can provide a constant pressure difference to the system that can be set manually in the range up to 100 kPa under three operation modes. Each radiator is equipped with a TRV valve with no pre-setting function. As a result, the hydraulic balance of the building is poor. The design heating capacity of each radiator is according to the operation conditions of 70/40/20 °C. The total design heat output of the radiator system is 89 kW. The DHW system of the building case study is not described as it is not part of the investigation related to this article.

![Figure 2. 3D representation of part of the radiator system of the building case study in Viborg, Denmark. The vertical pipe sections are the different risers in connection with the horizontal lines that represent the main distribution pipes in the basement. Red depicts supply while blue depicts the return pipe sections. The unique number inside each box identifies the specific radiator among the rest of the radiators in the system.](image-url)
The basic characteristic of this building case study was the high return temperature from the radiator system. In Figure 3, the daily average DH supply and return temperature, along with the daily average energy use for SH, measured by the main energy meter in the substation, are illustrated for 2017.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** The daily average direct heating (DH) supply and return temperature along with the daily average energy use for space heating (SH), measured by the energy meter in the substation of the building case study, during 2017.

In Figure 4, the daily part load operation of the SH system of the building case study for all days in 2017 is shown as a duration curve, whereby 100% represents the design heat load of the system. The part load operation was calculated from the daily average energy use for SH, divided by the total design heating capacity of the radiator system. The daily part load operation was higher than 60% for only 10 days during 2017. In Figure 5, the daily part load operation of the SH system is illustrated in relation to the ambient temperature for each day of 2017.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** Part load operation of the radiator system of the building case study in relation to the number of days during 2017, expressed as a duration curve.

The energy and temperature data recorded by the energy meter of the building case verify the potential of using low-temperature operation for SH, as it is described in the Introduction. More specifically, the actual part load operation of the radiator system is significantly lower than the designed conditions during most of the heating season. In addition, the DH return temperature is significantly high during most of the year period.
The energy and temperature data recorded by the energy meter of the building case verify the potential of using low-temperature operation for SH, as it is described in the Introduction. More specifically, the actual part load operation of the radiator system is significantly lower than the designed conditions during most of the heating season. In addition, the DH return temperature is significantly high during most of the year period.

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview of the Research Procedure

As it is stated in the aim of this article, two different strategies were investigated to reduce the temperature levels of the radiator system. The first strategy was focused on operating the radiator system with a high supply temperature and a low differential pump pressure, by also improving the individual control of the radiators of the building case, through identifying and fixing errors and teaching the users how to operate the TRVs efficiently. The second strategy was focused on operating the radiator system with a low supply temperature and a higher differential pump pressure, by limiting the effect of the existing errors in the control of the radiators. The two strategies are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Two different strategies were investigated to reduce the temperature of the radiator system of the building case study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Modeled</th>
<th>Tested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-flow system operation (by fixing errors and improving the use of TRVs as requirements)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-flow system operation</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The investigation process was based first on analyzing the two strategies through a thermal-hydraulic model of the radiator system of the building case, to identify how the suggested strategies could reduce the return temperature in case of no problematic TRVs in the system and in case of several TRVs that cannot regulate the mass flow through the radiators. Then, the investigation was focused on testing the two strategies in the real building case.

3.2. Equations Describing the Operation of the Heating System Used for the Creation of the Thermal-Hydraulic Model

The hydraulic configuration of the radiator double string system consists of two different pipelines: one is the supply and the other is the return line. Hot water from the supply pipeline enters the radiator from a top corner and flows horizontally in the top header and vertically down the plate while it cools gradually, before exiting the radiator at the lower horizontal header [6]. The equations presented
in this section describe the operation of the heating system and are used for the construction of the thermal-hydraulic model for the analysis.

Each riser of the system is modeled as a loop from the position of the pump to the end of the riser. Several pipe sections of the main distribution pipes in the basement are part of many different loops. As a result, the mass flow and the pressure drop in different pipe sections are affected by the differential pressure of the pump, the mass flow requirements, and the pressure drop of several loops and radiators.

The thermal-hydraulic model is designed to calculate first as a reference condition the required mass flow rate ($m$) and pressure drop ($\Delta P_i$) across each radiator, each pipe section, and the overall radiator system, for both design and part load conditions, under the ideal operation of the system without errors. The design heat output ($Q_0$) of each radiator in the system and the design supply ($T_s$) and return ($T_r$) temperatures are provided by the SH system operator and they are used as inputs for this calculation.

The heat transfer from the water in the pipes to the radiator element is described as:

$$Q = mC_p(T_s - T_r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the mass flow ($m$) is the only unknown in the system. $C_p$ is the heating capacity of the water. Equation (1) applies to both design and part load conditions. The logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD) between the radiator and the indoor air is given by the equation:

$$LMTD = \frac{T_s - T_r}{\ln\left(\frac{T_s - T_i}{T_r - T_i}\right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $T_i$ is the indoor temperature. The part load operation (PL) is defined as the fraction of the actual heat output of the radiator ($Q$) to the design heat output ($Q_0$):

$$PL = \frac{Q}{Q_0} = \left(\frac{LMTD}{LMTD_0}\right)^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $LMTD_0$ corresponds to the design conditions and LMTD corresponds to the actual part load conditions. The radiator exponent ($n$) describes the exponential relationship between the mean temperature difference and the heat emitted from the radiator. A typical value of the radiator exponent for hydraulic radiators is 1.3 [2]. The mass flow required for each radiator is calculated from Equation (1) when the heat output of the radiator ($Q$) is known at each part load. The velocity of the heat carrier ($v_i$) in each pipe section is calculated from the equation:

$$v_i = \frac{4m_i}{\pi d_i^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $m_i$ is the mass flow at each pipe section and $d_i$ is the diameter of the pipe section.

The calculation of the friction factor ($\lambda_i$) for each pipe section is dependent on the type of flow inside the pipe. The type of flow is defined by the Reynolds number ($Re_i$) for each pipe section, which is calculated as:

$$Re_i = \frac{\rho v_i d_i}{\mu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\rho$ is the density and $\mu$ is the dynamic viscosity of the water. In the case of laminar flow, the Reynolds number should be lower than 2000 and the friction factor is calculated by using the Hagen–Poiseuille equation:

$$\lambda_i = 64/Re_i \quad Re_i < 2000.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

For a Reynolds number between approximately 2000 and 4000, there is a transition area from laminar flow to turbulent flow. For Reynolds number values higher than 4000, the flow is fully
turbulent. For the calculation of the friction factor in the transitional area and for turbulent flow, the Colebrook–White equation is used. However, to calculate the friction factor without the necessary iterations of the Colebrook–White equation, the Swamee–Jain Equation (8) can be used instead. This equation gives a good approximation of the Colebrook–White equation [30]:

$$\lambda_i = 0.25 / \left[ \log_{10} \left( \frac{e}{3.7} + \frac{5.74}{Re_i^{0.9}} \right) \right]^2 \quad \text{Re} \geq 2000 \quad (7)$$

where $e$ is the roughness of each pipe section.

As a result, the pressure drop of each pipe section ($\Delta P_i$) is calculated as the total pressure drop loss of both the supply and return pipe:

$$\Delta P_i = \left( \sum \zeta_{n,i} + \frac{\lambda_i L_i}{d_i} \right) \frac{\rho v_i^2}{2} \quad (8)$$

where $\sum \zeta_{n,i}$ is the minor pressure drop, i.e., the sum of the local pressure drops resulting from the specific fitting of the pipes, and $L_i$ is the length of both the supply and return pipe of each pipe section.

Each of the radiators is equipped with a radiator valve. To ensure the correct functioning of the valves, a certain pressure drop ($\Delta P_{valve}$) is set in each of them. The flow coefficient ($k_v$) relates the mass flow and the pressure drop across the valve according to the equation:

$$k_v = \frac{m}{\sqrt{\Delta P_{valve}}} \quad (9)$$

The flow coefficient can get a different value if the valve is equipped with a pre-setting function in order to reduce the maximum available flow through the valve. When the valve is not equipped with a pre-setting function, like the building case examined, the flow coefficient receives the maximum value of ($k_{vs}$) defined by the manufacturer.

The minimum required pressure difference of the pump at each part load is equal to the pressure drop from the position of the pump up to the critical radiator of the system, according to the equation:

$$\Delta P_{Pump} = \sum \Delta P_{cr,i} + \Delta P_{cr,valve} + \Delta P_{cr,TRV} \quad (10)$$

Which is the sum of the total pressure drop of the pipe sections in the critical route of the system ($\sum \Delta P_{cr,i}$), the additional pressure drop caused across the valve in the critical radiator ($\Delta P_{cr,valve}$), and the minimum pressure drop required for the optimal operation of the TRV mounted on the critical radiator ($\Delta P_{cr,TRV}$), which is usually 10 kPa. The pressure drop across the valve ($\Delta P_{cr,valve}$) is dependent on the flow coefficient ($k_v$) of the valve and is calculated from Equation (9).

Under part load operation conditions, the required mass flow and the pressure drop of the system are lower. Under these conditions, the type of pump used is quite important. When a fixed high differential pressure is used it results in a high flow through the open TRVs based on the equation:

$$\Delta P_{TRV} = \Delta P_{Pump} - \sum \Delta P_i - \Delta P_{Valve} \quad (11)$$

On the other hand, when the pressure difference of the pump can be adjusted to the minimum required, the pressure difference over the TRVs is not more than needed for a good control function.

After the calculation of the mass flow and the pressure difference of the system under the ideal operation without errors, the model is designed to calculate the new mass flow rate and the pressure difference of the system for a scenario where there are TRVs that cannot regulate the mass flow through several radiators in the system.
When one or more TRVs in the system cannot regulate the mass flow through the radiators, an imbalance situation occurs, resulting in uncontrolled flows in the system. According to Equations (1)–(3), each radiator has an ideal controlled mass flow under each part load condition. When there is no flow regulation through the TRV, the uncontrolled flow is different than the ideal. This uncontrolled flow has to be calculated based on the hydraulic balance of the loop. If multiple uncontrolled flows exist in different loops, they have to be calculated iteratively based on the hydraulic balance of the system. Each uncontrolled mass flow rate \( m_{\text{unc.}} \) from a radiator in the system is calculated according to the equation:

\[
\Delta P_{\text{Pump}} = \sum \Delta P_{i, \text{loop}} + \left( \frac{m_{\text{unc.}}}{k_v} \right)^2.
\]

The sum of the pressure drop in the loop until the radiator \( \sum \Delta P_{i, \text{loop}} \) is affected by the mass flow increase in several pipe sections due to uncontrolled flows in different loops. For radiators in the system with TRVs that are still able to regulate the mass flow, the ideal mass flow required remains the same.

The tool for the iterative calculation was Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in Excel. The iterative calculation was performed calculating the uncontrolled mass flow in all loops, one-by-one, and making use of the results in the following mass flow calculation. The iterative calculation process was typically repeated 30 times and ended when the changes in the mass flow calculation from one iteration to the next iteration were insignificant. There are commercial software packages that can be used to design and dynamically operate a radiator heating system. However, they allow only the design and operation of the system under ideal conditions, without being able to simulate the uncontrolled flow rates due to the problematic operation of the TRVs, which usually occurs under the real operation of the system.

When the mass flow rates for each radiator is recalculated due to the existence of uncontrolled mass flows in the system, the return temperature for each radiator is calculated by solving together Equations (1) and (3) iteratively in the model, by using a solver function, until the following equation is fulfilled:

\[
\rho m c_p (T_s - T_r) = \left( \frac{\text{LMTD}}{\text{LMTD}_0} \right)^n Q_0.
\]

An overview of the calculation process performed inside the model to determine first the mass flow rate and the minimum required pressure difference of the circulation pump for the radiator system under the case of ideal operation without problematic TRVs and then, under the case of one fully open TRVs that leads into uncontrolled flows in the radiator system are presented in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Selection of the supply temperature ( (T_s) ) and the part load (PL) conditions of the case. The design heat output ( (Q_0) ) of each radiator in the system and the design supply ( (T_s) ) and return ( (T_r) ) temperatures are provided by the SH system operator and they are used as inputs for this calculation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Step 2 | Calculation of the mass flow rate \( (\dot{m}) \) and the pressure drop \( (\Delta P_{i}) \) in every radiator, pipe section and the overall system for the reference case of the ideal operation of the system without errors, by using Equations (1)–(11). The minimum required pressure difference of the pump must be equal to the pressure drop of the system. |
Table 3. An overview of the calculation process performed by the thermal-hydraulic model in order to recalculate the mass flow rate, the pressure difference of the pump and the return temperature of the radiator system under the case of one problematic TRV in every riser that causes uncontrolled flows in the system.

**Step 1** Selection of one radiator in every riser with a fully open TRV that leads into an uncontrolled flow.

**Step 2** Selection of the minimum required pressure difference of the pump (\(\Delta P_{\text{Pump}}\)), calculated under the ideal operation of the radiator system, as an input for the mass flow recalculation in the case of a fully open TRV in every riser.

**Step 3** Iterative recalculation of the mass flow rate (\(m\)) and the pressure drop (\(\Delta P_i\)) in every radiator, by using Equations (1)–(12), due to the existence of the uncontrolled flows in the system (\(m_{\text{unc.}}\)), calculated from Equation (12), for the constant pump pressure difference (\(\Delta P_{\text{Pump}}\)) selected in Step 2.

**Step 4** Evaluation of the optimal operation of the TRVs in the system, by accepting a minimum pressure drop in every functional TRV (\(\Delta P_{\text{TRV}}\)) higher than 5 kPa.

**Step 5** In case there are several TRVs with a pressure drop (\(\Delta P_{\text{TRV}}\)) lower than 5 kPa, a higher pressure difference of the pump (\(\Delta P_{\text{Pump}}\)), is selected as an input and the calculation in Step 3 is repeated until the condition in Step 4 is fulfilled.

**Step 6** When the condition in Step 4 is fulfilled, and the mass flow rate in every radiator (\(m\)) is recalculated due to the existence of uncontrolled flows (\(m_{\text{unc.}}\)), the return temperature (\(T_r\)) from every radiator and the overall return temperature of the system are calculated by using Equation (13).

Due to the different return temperature results at different part load operating conditions, the overall return temperature of the system during the year was also provided as the energy weighted average return temperature (\(\bar{T}_r\)). To calculate the energy weighted average return temperature of the actual building during the heating season, the daily average energy use data of 2017 were used (Figure 3). Nine different half-open intervals were considered from 5% to 95% part load operation with the length of each interval at 10%. The share (\(X_i\%\)) of the delivered energy with the actual part load operation inside the selected intervals was calculated during the whole year period. A representative return temperature (\(T_{r,i}\)) was selected for the middle part load condition of each interval. The energy weighted average return temperature was calculated according to the equation:

\[
\bar{T}_r = \sum_{i=1}^{9} X_i\% \cdot T_{r,i}. \tag{14}
\]

3.3. Expected Daily Average DH Return Temperature from the Actual Building Case

Taking into account the daily average DH supply temperature and the daily average energy use for SH during 2017 according to Figure 3, the expected daily average return temperature due to the radiator system operation is calculated by solving Equations (2) and (3) together. This temperature shows what would be the daily average DH return temperature if the operation of the radiator system of the building case examined was ideal, without errors. As a result, this temperature shows the potential to reduce the DH return temperature.

3.4. First Strategy: Low-Flow System Operation

In the first strategy, the low-flow operation of the radiator system was analyzed through model calculations for two different cases: A case of no problematic TRVs in the system and the case of one problematic TRV in each riser, approximately 30 problematic TRVs in the system in total. The first case was a representation of the ideal operation of the radiator system, in order to identify what could be the lowest return temperature and the minimum pump differential pressure required at each part load. The second case was a representation of the typical problematic operation of the radiator system, resulting in uncontrolled flows, defined by the dynamic operation of the overall hydraulic system.
For each part load, the optimal supply temperature was calculated to obtain a return temperature close to the minimum possible. To get a minimum return temperature, a maximum supply temperature is to be used. By accepting a slightly higher return temperature, a much lower supply temperature may be used, especially for the low part load range.

The calculation procedure was based on the principle that a return temperature 2 °C higher than the absolute minimum return temperature would be acceptable. The absolute minimum return temperature was calculated from the model based on the radiator Equations (1)–(3), at each part load for a constant 70 °C supply temperature. Then, the supply temperature was reduced for each part load, until the return temperature was increased by 2 °C.

Based on the optimal supply temperature, the minimum required pump pressure difference for the ideal operation of the radiator system was calculated by the model at each part load through Equations (1)–(11), to ensure a minimum pressure drop of 10 kPa across all the TRVs of the system. This minimum pressure difference of the pump was kept the same for the mass flow calculations of the system in the case of one problematic TRV with the uncontrolled flow in each riser, through Equation (12), in order to ensure at least 5 kPa pressure drop over the most critical TRVs. By ensuring 5 kPa across the critical TRVs, the control of the TRV may be less accurate but can be acceptable.

The overall return temperature for the two different cases and for each part load was calculated by the model, based on Equation (13). Also, the energy weighted average return temperature was calculated for the two cases based on Equation (14).

3.5. Second Strategy: High-Flow System Operation

In the second strategy, the high-flow system operation based on a low supply temperature of the radiator system was analyzed again through model calculations, for the same cases of no problematic TRVs and for one problematic TRV with the uncontrolled flow in each riser. For both cases and for each part load, the low supply temperature was calculated based on two principles.

The first principle was that the cooling of the water in each radiator would be 5 °C. Such a small ΔT between the supply and the return temperature was selected to be able to minimize the supply temperature and to ensure that the increase of the return temperature due to uncontrolled flows would not be higher than 5 °C. The second principle was that the combination of the supply and return temperature selected at each part load should provide an LMTD that would give the required heat output according to the radiator Equations (1)–(3), in order to ensure the thermal comfort. For the calculation of the low supply temperature, a solver function in Excel was used, taking into account the two principles as constraints.

The required pump pressure difference due to the low supply temperature and the high mass flow in the system was calculated by the model at each part load based on Equation (10), for the ideal operation of the heating system. In the case of one problematic TRV in each riser, the pump pressure difference was manually increased to the minimum necessary level in order to ensure the minimum required pressure drop across all the valves in the system.

Once again, for each part load, the overall return temperature for the case of one problematic TRV per riser was calculated by the model, based on Equations (12) and (13). Also, the energy weighted average return temperature was calculated for the two cases based on Equation (14).

3.6. Weather Compensation Curve Proposal

A supply temperature to the radiator system based on a weather compensation curve was proposed for the test of each strategy in the real heating system. Based on the part load operation of the system for each day of 2017, the supply temperature calculated in each strategy for this part load was related to the average daily ambient temperature measured during 2017. Then, through a linear regression analysis, a weather compensation curve was calculated, taking into account only the days of the heating season.
4. Results from Analysis

In Figure 6 the expected DH daily average return temperature due to the ideal operation of the radiator system is illustrated. The monitored DH return temperature is significantly higher than the calculated expected DH return temperature. It is quite clear that the operation of the radiator system is significantly affected by errors related to the insufficient flow regulation by the TRVs and user misuse. These errors lead to a high return temperature from the radiator system. These errors have to be identified and eliminated.

**Figure 6.** The daily average DH supply and return temperature measured by the energy meter in the substation of the building case study, and the calculated expected DH return temperature due to the ideal operation of the radiator system during 2017.

In Figures 7 and 8—the analysis results for the supply and return temperatures—the required pressure difference of the pump and the total mass flow under the low-flow operation of the system are illustrated for the cases without problematic TRVs and with one problematic TRV in each riser. The energy weighted average return temperature for the system without malfunctions was calculated to be 25.1 °C. The return temperature for the case of one open TRV in each riser was calculated to be 46.2 °C. The required pressure difference of the pump for both cases to ensure approximately 10 kPa differential pressure across all the TRVs was almost constant at 11 kPa, for part load operation below 60%.

According to Figure 7, it is clear that the first strategy is quite sensitive to the errors in the system. Under the ideal operation of the system without uncontrolled flows, a supply temperature below 64 °C (at 60% part load conditions) with a return temperature of 30 °C can be applied for most of the heating season. However, in the case of one problematic TRV in every riser, the return temperature curve is significantly higher. In that case, at 60% part load conditions, for the same supply temperature of 64 °C, the return temperature is increased at 50 °C. Figure 7 illustrates the significance of eliminating the errors in the system as a requirement for the success of the first strategy.
In Figure 8, the benefit of the first strategy regarding the control of the circulation pump is illustrated. According to the pump pressure curve, for each part load operation of the system under 60%, a minimum required pressure difference from the pump of approximately 11 kPa is sufficient to ensure the required mass flow in every radiator of the system. As a result, to apply the first strategy in the actual system there is no need to adjust the pressure difference of the pump for most of the heating season. Also, in older buildings, the existing circulation pumps are outdated and they cannot adjust the pressure difference according to the system demands. In these cases, by applying the first strategy there is no need to replace the circulation pump.

![Figure 7](image-url)  
**Figure 7.** The calculated optimal supply temperature and the return temperature results from the analysis for the operation without problematic thermostatic radiator valves (TRVs) and with one problematic TRV in each riser under low-flow system operation.

![Figure 8](image-url)  
**Figure 8.** The minimum pump pressure difference required and the system mass flow rate for the operation without problematic TRVs and with one problematic TRV in each riser under low-flow system operation.

In Figure 9, the proposed control of the supply temperature is presented through the linear regression analysis between the required daily average supply temperature for each part load and the ambient temperature recorded during 2017. According to the curve, a supply temperature of 64 °C for an outdoor temperature of 0 °C is sufficient to set the weather compensation based supply temperature controller in the substation.
In Figures 10 and 11—the analysis results for the supply and return temperatures—the required pressure difference of the pump and the total mass flow under the high-flow operation of the system are presented for the cases without problematic TRVs and with one problematic TRV in each riser. In Figure 12, the proposed control of the supply temperature is also presented through a linear regression analysis. The energy weighted average return temperature for the system without malfunctions was calculated to be 33.2 °C. In contrast with the low-flow system, the required pressure difference of the pump for the first case without problematic TRVs was quite proportional to the part load. At 60% of the actual part load operation, the required pressure difference of the pump was approximately 60 kPa.

Under high-flow operation conditions, for the case of one problematic TRV in each riser, the minimum required pressure difference of the pump should be increased, compared to the first case, to ensure a minimum pressure drop of 5 kPa across all the critical TRVs, at least for part load operation below 60%. In the case of one problematic TRV in each riser, the energy weighted average return temperature was calculated to be 35.7 °C and the required pressure difference of the pump at 60% part load operation was 120 kPa.

According to analysis results, the operation of the system under high-flow conditions can provide a low-cost solution to operate the heating system with a supply temperature below 45 °C with an acceptable return temperature of 35 °C for most of the heating season, based on the Viborg case.
This solution has less sensitivity to the existence of errors in the system because the increase of the return temperature can be limited by the low supply temperature and the small cooling of the water across the radiators.

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 11.** The minimum pump pressure difference required and the system mass flow rate for the operation without problematic TRVs and with one problematic TRV in each riser under high-flow system operation.

![Graph](image2)

**Figure 12.** The proposed weather compensation control of the supply temperature (orange line) under low flow system operation presented via a linear regression analysis.

Under the high-flow operation conditions, the minimum required pump differential pressure is significantly high and proportional to the part load operation due to the higher mass flow in the system. The minimum required pump pressure difference at each part load is dependent on the number of errors in the system. To ensure the minimum required pressure difference in the system and to avoid excess pressure difference under the lower part load operating conditions, a differential pressure controller must be attached to the critical radiators of the system as a feedback function to the control of the circulation pump. To avoid noise problems due to the higher mass flow in the system, the supply temperature can be increased in order to increase the temperature difference between the supply and the return temperature, and to reduce the mass flow in the system, under higher part load operating conditions.
5. Test of the Two Strategies in the Actual Heating System

5.1. Temperature Measurements in the Substation, the Risers, and the Radiators of a Few Apartments

To test the suggested strategies in the real building case, the operation of the actual radiator system was monitored before and after the implementation of the two strategies. The return temperature of all the risers of the building case was measured at the position where each riser was connected to the main pipeline in the basement. Moreover, the supply and the return temperature were measured on both the primary (DH network) and the secondary (radiator system) side of the heat exchanger in the substation of the building case study. Finally, the return temperature of several radiators was measured in apartments located in the west end of the building. These apartments represent the worst case situation with the highest heat loss due to the gable and the lowest available pressure difference across the valve.

The temperature measurements were performed by using temperature sensors by Sensohive Technologies ApS, equipped with a type K thermocouple wire probes, with tolerances of ±1.5 °C, Class 1. The temperature range between the sensor device and the external measurement is −200 to 1260 °C. The resolution is 0.015. The transmission interval is one transmission every 10 min. Each thermocouple was attached to the relevant pipe section for at least 5 cm. The top was covered with insulation to eliminate the effect of the room temperature in the recording of the accurate temperature of the pipe (Figure 13).

![Figure 13. (a) Thermocouple attached to the return pipe of a radiator element in an apartment; (b) Thermocouple attached to the return pipe and a riser in the basement before it is covered with insulation.](image)

Potential errors between the real temperature of the water in the pipe section and the measured temperature of the pipe surface would have no influence on the overall procedure, because the aim was to detect significant return temperature differences between the different risers and radiators, in order to have an indication of possible errors in the system. The temperature sensors were measuring the temperatures every 10 min. All the data were sent wirelessly to an online database and were accessible for download and further analysis at any time.
5.2. Return Temperature Measurements before Improvements

In Figure 14, the supply and return temperature of the radiator system along with the return temperature of several risers are illustrated from 16 November 2018 to 19 November 2018. The supply temperature of the radiator system (red curve) was fluctuating between 40 and 50 °C, while the return temperature (black curve) was fluctuating between 35 and 40 °C. This initial recording was performed before the implementation of any of the two strategies proposed in the methodology. On 18 November 2018 at 00.00 h and for the previous 1 h, the energy used for the SH system was recorded to be 44 kW. Based on the designed heat load of the radiator system, the actual operation of the system was almost 50%. It is clear (Figure 14) that the return temperature of several risers was only slightly lower than the supply temperature, and that they were following the same variations. This was an indication that there were radiators on these risers that were unable to provide the necessary flow regulation. On the other hand, there were risers with a return temperature significantly lower than the supply temperature, also without following the same variations. The radiators on these risers were either not in operation or they had a mass flow according to the heat demand due to the correct operation of the TRVs. However, the overall return temperature of the radiator system was following exactly the trend of the supply temperature. This was an indication that the risers with a higher return temperature and poor mass flow regulation in the radiators were the dominant part of the system.

Figure 14. Recording of the radiator system supply and return temperatures and the return temperature from several risers during the period between 16 November 2018 and 19 November 2018, before the implementation of the two suggested strategies.

During the same period, the return temperature from the radiators of an apartment located at the west end of the first floor of the building case study was measured. According to Figure 15, there is poor flow regulation from the TRVs of the radiators placed in one of the bedrooms and the living room, resulting in a return temperature (black curve) higher than 35 °C. This could be the result of a malfunction in the TRV or due to a higher set point of the thermostat set by the user. On the other hand, the return temperature in the rest of the radiators fluctuates close to 25 °C. The reason for the lower return temperature is that there was either no malfunction in the TRVs and the thermostats were set to a low set point or they were completely turned off. Only the return temperature from the radiator in the kitchen (yellow curve) was increased during the middle of the day of 18 November 2018, because the user increased the set point in the sensor of the TRV.
Figure 14. Recording of the radiator system supply and return temperatures and the return temperature from several risers during the period between 16 November 2018 and 19 November 2018, before the implementation of the two suggested strategies. During the same period, the return temperature from the radiators of an apartment located at the west end of the first floor of the building case study was measured. According to Figure 15, there is poor flow regulation from the TRVs of the radiators placed in one of the bedrooms and the living room, resulting in a return temperature (black curve) higher than 35 °C. This could be the result of a malfunction in the TRV or due to a higher set point of the thermostat set by the user. On the other hand, the return temperature in the rest of the radiators fluctuates close to 25 °C. The reason for the lower return temperature is that there was either no malfunction in the TRVs and the thermostats were set to a low set point or they were completely turned off. Only the return temperature from the radiator in the kitchen (yellow curve) was increased during the middle of the day of 18 November 2018, because the user increased the set point in the sensor of the TRV.

Figure 15. Recording of the radiator system supply and return temperatures and the return temperature from all the radiators (Rad) of a specific apartment, located on the first floor at the west end of the building, during the period between 16 November 2018 and 19 November 2018, before the implementation of the two suggested strategies.

5.3. Test of the First Strategy: Low-Flow Operation

The first attempt to achieve a reduction of the return temperature was to apply the first strategy of the low-flow system operation in the actual heating system of the building case study, based on the proposed supply temperature curve, in turn, based on the weather compensation control (Figure 9), and the proposed curve for the control of the circulation pump (Figure 8).

Before any changes in the central controller of the supply temperature and the control of the pump, there was an effort to fix the problematic operation of the TRVs in the system by inspecting the apartments with malfunctions in the TRVs. Access to every apartment was not possible due to difficulties in communication with the users and the number of apartments in the building. Nevertheless, a letter was sent to all the users to inform them how to operate their radiators efficiently. The users were recommended to select a set point of 3 in all the thermostats, which represents a desired indoor temperature of 21 °C, and to avoid using night setback. To help them check the return temperature of each of their radiators, they were given a sheet with temperature-sensitive stickers. The stickers had to be attached to the return pipe on every radiator. When the return temperature from a radiator was higher than 30.5 °C, a sad face was shown on the sticker surface, indicating that the return temperature was higher than the desirable level.

To test the first strategy, the radiator supply temperature curve was altered on 26 November 2018 at 12:00 (Figure 16), and the setting of the pump was changed to provide a constant pressure of 20 kPa. The selection of a higher pressure difference than the 11 kPa proposed by the pump was based on the fact that it was not possible to identify the exact number of the faults in the TRVs. To ensure that there would be a pressure drop of at least 5 kPa across each of the functional TRVs, this slightly higher pressure difference was selected.
According to the results (Figure 16), after the implementation of the changes in the control of the radiator supply temperature and the pump operation, there was an increase in both the radiator supply and the return temperature. According to the radiator Equations (1)–(3), under an ideal operation of the TRV, when the supply temperature is increasing the return temperature must be decreasing. As a result, the higher return temperature from the radiator system was an indication that the errors in the system were not eliminated and the operation of the TRVs was still not efficient.

The first strategy of fixing the errors, namely, improving user behavior and operating the system with a high supply temperature to achieve a lower possible return temperature, did not succeed because in practice it is quite difficult to fix every error in the system where there is no pre-setting function in the TRVs and to teach the users to operate their TRVs continuously in an optimal way.

5.4. Test of the Second Strategy: High-Flow Operation

To test the second strategy, there was no further attempt to fix the problematic operation of the TRVs or to improve user behavior. On 11 February 2019, the radiator supply temperature curve was altered and the supply temperature was reduced from 53 °C to 43 °C (Figure 17). At the same time, the pump pressure difference was increased from 20 kPa to 70 kPa to ensure that sufficient flow was delivered. According to the results (Figure 17), there was a reduction in the radiator supply temperature, and the temperature difference between the supply and return temperature was reduced significantly. On 13 February 2019, the radiator supply temperature curve was altered again and the radiator supply temperature was reduced from 43 °C to 34 °C. This reduction in the supply temperature also forced down the return temperature from the radiators.

However, on 14 February 2019, the SH system operator of the building noticed a reduction in the energy delivered from the primary to the secondary side of the heat exchanger. He was concerned that due to this reduction in the energy use for heating there would be complaints from the users regarding poor thermal comfort. To eliminate any possibility of complaints before even they occur, he decided to alter again the supply temperature curve, by increasing the supply temperature from 35 °C to 38 °C. As a result, there was a small increase in the radiator supply temperature that forced up also the return temperature.
was fluctuating close to 40 °C. The supply temperature may be adjusted based on room temperature measurements in critical rooms to deal with complaints from the users regarding thermal discomfort problems. This person must have evidence that the operation of the radiator system is sufficient to provide the required thermal comfort in all rooms. This evidence can be indoor temperatures measured in several rooms of the building to deal with complaints from the users regarding thermal discomfort problems. There were no complaints from the occupants regarding their thermal comfort after the changes.


According to the overall results, the test of the second strategy showed that both the radiator supply and the return temperature were decreased after the control of the radiator supply temperature and the pump operation were adjusted. Before the changes, the return temperature from the radiators was fluctuating close to 40 °C. After the changes, it was lower than 35 °C, also taking into account the increase of the radiator supply temperature due to the lower ambient temperature. There were no complaints from the occupants regarding their thermal comfort after the changes.

Based on the overall results from the analysis (Section 4) and the test of the proposed strategies in the building case study in Viborg (Section 5), a proposal for implementing the high-flow strategy consisting of four steps is described in this section.

The first step is to identify the potential for the reduction of the supply and the return temperature of the heating system by creating the characteristic operating curves of the heating system, as shown in Figures 3–6.

The second step is to calculate the proposed supply temperature curve used in the weather compensation control, according to Sections 3.5 and 3.6, which is visually depicted in Figures 5 and 11. The supply temperature may be adjusted based on room temperature measurements in critical rooms during the first heating season.

The third step is to set the circulation pump to be controlled by an external differential pressure sensor to continuously provide the minimum required pressure difference at the critical point in the system. This differential pressure sensor must be installed in parallel to the TRV at the top radiator of the riser with the highest mass flow due to a combination of a high number of radiators in the riser and a fully open valve, similar to the TRV, installed between the supply and the return pipe at the basis of the riser, in parallel to the differential pressure sensor. The installed valve ensures that the riser is the critical riser of the system.

The fourth step is to provide the necessary tools to support the SH system operator of the building to deal with complaints from the users regarding thermal discomfort problems. This person must have evidence that the operation of the radiator system is sufficient to provide the required thermal comfort in all rooms. This evidence can be indoor temperatures measured in several rooms of the building case study in Viborg. The two curves represent the supply and the return temperature of the radiator system.

Figure 17. Results of the second strategy based on the high-flow system operation tested under two steps on 11 February 2019 and 13 February 2019 in the actual radiator system of the building case study in Viborg. The local errors have to be fixed in cooperation between the SH system operator and the complaining users.
building, which have been identified as critical. Critical rooms can be rooms with limited solar gain. By using this evidence, the SH system operator can verify that any potential thermal discomfort in the apartments is not due to the low supply temperature to the radiators or low pressure difference from the pump, but due to local errors related to TRVs that are stuck in partially or fully closed positions, air-filled radiators, or radiators that are covered by furniture, or due to the use of only some of the radiators in the apartment to provide the total required heating power of the apartment. The local errors have to be fixed in cooperation between the SH system operator and the complaining users.

7. Discussion

The analysis of the performance of the high flow strategy was based on an actual building case study in Viborg, with relatively large pipe diameters of up to 60 mm in the main distribution pipeline. In newer buildings, smaller pipe dimensions are typically used and therefore the analysis of the high-flow system operation strategy may need to be adjusted before it is used in newer buildings. However, if the buildings are not so old that they have TRVs with pre-setting functions, the use of the high-flow system operation strategy may not be relevant.

The proposed four-step implementation of the strategy was not completely tested. More specifically, the fourth step of the implementation of the necessary tools to help the SH system operator was not tested. However, the potential of using a low supply temperature to secure a low return temperature was demonstrated by analysis and tests. The fourth step will be tested in further work during the following heating season.

8. Conclusions

In this article, methodologies to reduce the temperature levels of the heating system in buildings with a radiator system with TRVs without pre-setting functions were investigated. Two different control strategies were proposed, analyzed, and tested in a multi-family building located in Viborg, Denmark. The two strategies are mainly characterized by the use of a low and high mass flow rate in the radiator system.

The low-flow system operation strategy was not successful because some TRVs were not set correctly, resulting in a high return temperature.

The main results indicate that the operation of the system with high flow and low supply temperature can provide a low-cost solution to operate the radiator system with a supply temperature below 45 °C with an acceptable return temperature of 35 °C for most of the heating season.

However, the SH system operator of the buildings must be supported by the necessary indoor temperature sensors to obtain evidence that the operation of the radiator system is sufficient and that any complaints by the users regarding poor thermal comfort are due to local errors in the specific flats that need to be solved.
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